use backtrackingto deal with obstaclesthat they encounterin the courseoftryingto salvea problem. This paper outlines an approach in which the possible obstacles are investigated priorto the search for a solution.This providesa solution strategy that avoidsbacktracking.
Introduction
Many weak methods ofproblem solving arebaaed upon the ides that s problem can be salved by ehoosin/; a sequence of goalsand satkfying them in same order. GPS (Newell and Simon 1972) was amongst the ftrst to set out this approach.
Since then the work of Ernst and Goldstein(Ernst and Goldstein1982),Korf (Korf 1985) ,and Guvernir (Guvernir 1987) has builtupon thisidea.The culminationof thiskind of approach is, in some ways, the Soar system, which through the creationof a large production system with learning capabilities is able to incorporatemany of the weak problem solvingsystems intoa single system.
Ifone compares Soar and Korf's system they take quite distinctapproaches to the problem of what should be learned and when it should be learned. Korf's system is able to specifyin advance exactly what macros itneeds to learn. This willyieldbenefits in the system'sability to determine which macro to use at a given point in the solution, at the price ofrequiringlong searchesforsome of the more complex macros. Soar on the other hand learnsonly the solutions to the di_cultiesthat actuallyarise.This conservative attitudetoward learningmeans that the system can encounterproblems in matching expensive chunks thatdo not arisein Korf'ssituation. This paper looksfora halfway house between these two strategies. We would liketo obtain the benefits ofeasierpatternmatching ai_'orded by Korf'ssystem without having to pay the price of the largeamount ofsearch that his system needs. Our approach isto show thatfora substantial number ofproblems one can anticipate the impasses that willbe encounteredby a problem solver. These can then be modeled and salved in small pieces of the larger problem, thus avoiding the deep searches required in Korf.
Pr-,_lems, Strategies and Impasses
We rev i_riefly the definitions that we will need. A consen_ . _s to the appropriate definitions seems to be emerging _Banerji 1983), (Benjamin et al. 1989) , and (Niisuma and Kitahashi 1985). Our definitions follow this trend. Some of them have appeared previously in (Hodgsan 1989) .
Problems and Subproblems
Our definition of a problem is baaed upon the idea of an action.
Definition
I A free problem P _ a triple(S, f_, a) _#hev_a _ = partiaJ map a : S x fl -..* $ The set S is called the state space of the problem and the set t3 is the move set of the problem.
The map o represent• the effect of the moves on the state space. The effect of a move to on the state s is to give the state ¢1(m,_). The element a(s,w) fails to exist precisely when (J,w) is not in the domain of a; that is when w cannot be applied to the state s. A sequence E = (wt, .... w_) of moves on P is called admi,sible at • if the composition =(o, = =(=(... (o, to ), to,)..., to,)...)
exists.
We need a notion of maps between problems. We now turn to the notion of (strict) isomorphism. Moves on this subproblem are restricted to be those in which the blank remains in the top half of the array.
Strategies
So far we have not recognized that problems are supposed to represent things that are to be solved. To do this we define a problem instance for a problem P as a triple (P, or, G) where u is a state of P called the start state, and G is a subset of the state space called the goal set.
A solution to the problem instance is a sequence E of moves which is admissible at or and such that a(_, E) E G.
Informally
a strategy is a sequence of intermedhtte subproblem instances between the initial state and the goal. We can distinguish two classes of strategies. In the firstthe successive state spaces overl&p; we call these ample strategies.In the other the successivestate spaces are disjoint;we callthese abutment strategies. A sol_tion is based upon a strategy ifit is obtained by concatenating a sequence of solutions to the interme. dints subproble_.
We illustrate the two kinds of strategies with exam-
pies.
For our example of an ample strategy we consider the cue of Fool's disk. This problem has been discussed by Ernst and Goldstein (Ernst and Goldstein 1982) . It consistsof four concentric rings each of which isfree to rotate about the common center. Each ring has eight numbers on it,appearing at 45 degree intervale around the ring. The goal of the problem is to rotate the rings so that the sum of each radius is 12. The standard strategy isas follows:
• By using only rotations through 45 degrees, make the sum on each pair of perpendicular diameters 48. P0 thus has the same state space ms P but a smaller move set.
• By using only rotations through 90 degrees, make the sum along each diameter 24. PI has as state space a set of states in which the sum on each pair of perpendicular diameters is 48. The move set is again a subset of the original one.
• By using only rotations through 180 degrees make the sum along each radius 12. P2 has as state space a set of states in which the sum along each diameter is 24 and once again the move set isa subset of the
original.
This strategy, when successful (about which more later),reduces the amount of search from 83 moves (the center ring can be kept fixed) to 8 x 3 moves.
Our second example is an elegant solution of the five pussle that has been presented by Banerji (Banerji 1990) .
He observes that there is a way to represent the states of the five punle by points on the faces of a dodecahedron.
The sequence of moves that circulates the blank around the the circumference of the the puzsle moves through all the states on one face. Passage from one face to another is effected by the moves that slide the blank up and down in the centre columm The strategy in this case consists of choosing the sequence of faces (each of which isa subproblem) through which one must pass from the start to the goal. Thus one aim of our approach is to find strategies for which this hypothesis is true.
Impasses
At any stage in the execution of the strategy one has a subproblem instance (Pi, t"_, a/, _rl, G_) where in the cue of an ample strategy Gi is S_NS_+I or in the case of an abutment strategy Gi is the set of points of -qi from which a move to _'_+1 is possible.
We have seen that the strategy proceeds smoothly Am long as these intermediate problems can be solved. 
Learning the Impasses
Our approach to finding impasselese strategies is to improve an existing strategy by modifying the subproblems so that they do not contain any impasses. features .fl,..., .f_-1have goal values, a_ isthe restrictionof a to a-ISi N (S_ x _). For these strategies we can give a recognition criterionfor impeams. From this point forward the argument goes as follows.
First, find an impasse. Second, produce a "smaller" example of the same impasse. Thirdly, expand the example to a subproblem in which the impasse can be resolved. Finally, show that the problem has a strategy based upon the new set of subproblerm.
Examples of Impasses
To obtain an impasse of the first kind we can turn to Sussman's anomaly in the blocks world. The impasse can be succinctly described by the following figure. 
Sussrnan's Anomaly
Although one can get "closer" to the goal by putting B on top of C in the position on the leR hand side it will be necessary to undo this since the goal of putting A on B requires that the top of A be clear. Thus no move that will achieve the desired position for A k available.
To get an example of the second kind we consider the fifteen pussle with the initial strategy of moving the tiles into position in the order i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, I0, 14, II, 12, 15 (the ordering at the end is chosen to be a good one, we do not need to.go this far though). 
A Fifteen Pussle Position
In the diagram above we find an impasse when we come to try and locate tile 4. The smallest subproblem in which this impasse appears is the 2 x 2 upper right hand corner in the diagrmn where which we place 3, 5, 4, blank reading clockwise from the top right.
(The choice of 5 is not significant.) This be solved in the five pussle that is obtained when we restrict attention to the top two rows and rightmost threecolumns of the pussle. Furthermore we wan cover the state space of the fiReen punle with copies of the five puzzle in the way that will be detailed in the next section and obtainan impasse freestrategy.
In fact the recognition criterion given in proposition 8 permits one to write a simple program that will generate impasses in both these cases. Furthermore the expansion of the subproblem described in the example of the sliding tile pussle will provide the means for resolving the impasses. This is the subject of the next section.
Atlases:
Solving the problem In this section we will describe a modified version of the notion of a strategy.
In some sense it is a rnetastrategy in that it is designed to produce an impasse free strategy for a problem by choosing the sequence of subproblerns from a set ofsubproblems whose image cover the whole of the state space. The basic idea is that one determines what impasses may arise in the problem and then expands them to subproblems that resolve the impasses.
These impasse resolving problerm are then used to cover the state space of the problem giving rise to a new strategy.
Charts

It is convenient
to introduce two auxiliary notions. These are chart and atlas.The ideaisthat chart are piecesof a problem thatare allmodeled on some common subproblem. The important charts willbe the ones thatcontainthe resolutions of impasses.
Definition
9 Let P be a problem and s a state in P. Thez_ a chart for P b_ed upon a problem Po is a problem morwmorphiam
Po "-_ P 1#hose image corttains s.
An atlas for a problem P is a finite collection A of charts such that every point in the state space of P is in the image of some chart of .4.
We define the images of two charts fl : P1 _ P and fz : P2 -" P to be incident if either
fI(PI)N f_(P2)containsat leastone move common
to both subproblems,or 2. there exists a stateslef1(P1)and a states2e/2(P_) such thatthereisa reversible move w with a(sl, _) = @Z.
The oh#traction ofa problem associated to an atlasis the graph whose vertices correspond to the embedded chartsof the atlaswith an edge between each pair of incident charts. A sequenceofpairwise adjacentcharts is called a chain_
We will want to distinguish between two types of abstraction. An abstraction in which the chartsoverlap willbe calledan ample atlas.One in which allthe chartsareincident but do not overlapwillbe called an ab#tmsztt _las.
We give two examples of abstractions associatedto an atlas. The first isbased upon the earlier solution of thefivepussle.Here the chartsconsist ofthe images of the sub-problem of the fivepussle consisting of those states thatare obtainableby moving the blank around the circumference of the pussle. As Banerjiremarks (Banerji 1990 ) this represents the accessible states of the five puzzle on the faces of a dodecahedron.
The faces of this are the points of the abstraction and the edges (which correspond to the move of the blank up or down in the middle column) correspond to the edges.
We can obtain an abstraction of the blocks world by "welding together" adjacent blocks so that we have only three big blocks to consider.
Each big block is itself a blocks world and the three block world already contains the generating example of the impasse.
These two examples suggest that the correct choice of an atlas will allow one to give an impasse free strategy.
The Atlas
Meta-strategy
Atlases serve as abstractions of a problem. Given a problem instance and an atlas on a problem we can define a problem instance on the atlas.
-he problem is to find a chain joining a chart contaL_.ng the start position to a chart whose image intersects the goal.
Definition 10
Giver_ an impasse I = (P0, f/o,a, o0, G0) on a problem, a chart f : Pz -" P is said to resolve the impasse if there is a mor_omoepkism of Po into Pz and if Me instance I can be sol_ed in PI.
The main ideas of this paper can be summed up in the following.
Proposition
11 Let {Po, ...P_} be a stratelry for a problem P and let • der, ote tKe set of impasses for OLIS strategy. Let { Q:, . . . , Q_,} be a set of cl_art# of P rack that each impasse is resolved in at lea4rl one of O_e Qi. There is an atlas .4 ba_edupon the chartm Q_ wAoss associated meta-strategll gives impasseleu strategies for P.
The next section outlines a proof of this result and to a result on the length of the solutions that it produces.
Solutions and Their Length
The ideas required to construct the impasselese strategy are outlined below. The details have been worked out for the sliding tile pussies, the Tower of Hanoi and the blocks world but in a manner that is somewhat problem dependent. Future work involves unifying the implementation so that it applies in a more problem independent way.
Resolving the Impasses Let Pi = (S_,t"li, a.i, oi, Si+l) be an impasse arising from the strategybased upon the set {A,.-.,fJ,} of features on a problem P. The following sequence of steps is used to resolve the impasse. SHRINK
The goal of this step is to remove from com,ideration those features that are not requgredto constructthe impasse. In generalgiven a setof featureson a problem we can restrict to the moves that affect onlythese features. The required shrinking takes place by eliminating the features which are both fixed and whose value does not figure in the creation of the impasse. ENLARGE Moves that effectthe remaining featuresare now added to produce a zubproblem in which the impasse can be solved. At each step the move added should affect the smallestpossiblenumber of additionalfeatures.
An Example
We can illustrate this process with the example of the fifteen puszle. We saw that an impasse can be reached when the first three tiles have been placed.
The SHRINK process reduces this to an example equivalent to a three puzzle in which the tiles appear in the order 3, x, 4, blank, when read clockwise from the top left hand corner, (x denotes one of the possible tile valuesother than those already used.) We can then EXPAND to a fivepuzzle,which can be eitherhorizontalor vertical in which the impasse isresolvable.
The next step is to determine whether there isan atlasfor the problem whose chartsare isomorphic to the setof subproblernsobtainedby resolvingthe impasses.Ifthisisthe casewe then replacethe original strategyby the followingone. We suppose as before thatwe have a problem P with an adequate setof fea-tures{fl,..., f_}. In additionwe assume that there isan atlas,4 whose chartsare isomorphic to the impasse resolvingsubprobhms obtained by the process outlinedabove.
Using the same ordering of features that was used for the original strategy that produced the impasses.
1. Set as the current subgoal the reduction of the next feature to its goal value.
2.
As each feature comes up for reduction find a chain of minimal length joining the current state to a state in the current subgoal.
3. Extract the move sequence joining the current point to one in which the feature has been reduced.
Since the atlas contains a resolution of all impasses this method will solve the problem whenever there is in fact a solution.
The Length of a Solution
We can now give an estimate for the length of a solution found using this method. We need some preliminary definitions. /) will stand for the maximum chain length required to perform the reduction of a feature. D will stand for the maximum distance between two states in a chart. When a particular chart C is r _ ferred to we will use D(6') for the distance on tk chart. Note that this number can be infinite if t_ chart is an impasse chart.
N willbe the number of features on the problem.
n will be the number of chains required to reduce all the features.
The firstresult isthe following Theorem 12 Let P be a problem with an ample aLlaJ and feature$ with values of L, D, n _ above.
Then the algorithm given above findJ a sol=Zion of lenfth aZ mosf LxDxn.
Proof.
For each feature the length of chain required to reduce it does not exceed L, furthermore one each component of the chain the length of the move sequence required is less than D.D
The corresponding resultfor abutment atlasesisthe following. The proof is similar.
Theorem 13 Let P be a problem with 6n =buZmenL arms and featurea with valuea of L, D, n u above. 
Summary and Conclusions
This paper has presented a method for solving problems that constructs the impasses a_ociated to an initialstrategy in order to be able to find s new strategy in which impasses will not arms.
The method can be applied to produce short solutions to the sliding tilepuzsles as well u to the blocks world. Though the implementation isat thiJ stage still very problem dependent. Future work will produce a version that ismore general.
